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Abstract
Proton pump inhibitors are an effective class of pharmacotherapeutic drugs used to reduce stomach acid secretion and drug of choice for GERD,
published literature suggested relatively less side effects and high efficacy but some recent studies have suggested that chronic PPIs usage leads to
negative calcium balance with decreased absorption due to acid suppression and parathyroid hyperplasia as the plausible explanation for this less
documented side effect of this widely used class of drugs increasing the risk for osteoporosis and resultant bone fractures. But no groundbreaking
research has been published on interaction between PPIs and calcium homeostasis and must be taken up by researchers since the sheer prevalence
of using PPIs further enhances the importance to completely understand the underlying mechanism and complex biochemical interactions and
possible comorbidities with chronic usage.

Introduction & Background
Proton pump inhibitors have been extensively used by the
general population since their introduction in late 1980s because
of their high efficacy in acid related conditions and relatively less
observed side effects [1]. Proton pump inhibitors are a group of
drugs which reduce stomach acid secretion and are most effective
class of acid secretion inhibitors [2]. PPIs are used as drug of choice
in gastro esophageal reflux (GERD) in which lower esophageal
sphincter is affected resulting in the backflow of acidic secretions
of stomach causing heart burn and indigestion. Despite h2 receptor
blockers being antacids too PPIs are preferred in the light of better
clinical outcomes [3].Millions of American adults take PPIs to
treat or prevent gastrointestinal conditions [4]. Indeed, PPIs rank
second only to statins in drug sales with postmenopausal women
accounting for over half of long-term users [5]. Recent literature
has hinted at association between PPIs usage and increased risk of
osteoporosis especially with chronic PPIs usage affecting calcium
homeostasis although not clearly understood and less researched.

Review

Recently documented side effect of previously safe considered
PPIs includes osteoporosis that has been indicated in literature to
be caused by several mechanisms:
a.
including inhibition of osteoclastic proton pumps causing
reduction in bone resorption,

b.
long term suppression of stomach acid could potentially
lead to decreased calcium uptake from intestines since the
gastric acid ionizes calcium to increase it absorption.

Other possible factors include secondary hypergastrinemia
causing increased resorption of bone by inducing parathyroid
gland hyperplasia [6]. PPIs have been identified as an independent
risk factor in osteoporotic fractures in literature by causing
hypochlorhydria reduced absorption and negative calcium balance
therefore disrupting the normal calcium balance and leading to
brittle bone with increased risk of fracture [7,8]. Literature has
identified reduced stomach acid secretion as risk factor or calcium
absorption along with other minerals [9].
A single study conducted on a small study group concluded a 28
percent increase in serum PTH level after 8 weeks of omeprazole
therapy from baseline levels along with increases in several markers
of bone turnover including serum osteocalcin, alkaline phosphatase
and tartrate resistant acid phosphate. However, urinary excretion
of hydroxyproline and calcium decreased [10]. One study showed
a considerable increased risk of bone fracture with 7 years or
more therapy with PPIs [11]. In a large prospective cohort study,
an association was found between PPIs usage and osteoporotic
fracture which poses a serious problem since these fractures are
related with high morbidity and mortality [12]. Another population
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study found significant association between ppis and fracture in
young adults with evidence of dose response effects [13].

Conclusions

This association between PPIs and osteoporosis has been
comparatively less reported in literature and can have serious
implications on health of patients but lacks any definitive
randomized controlled trials to explain this poorly researched
phenomenon and must be further explored. Patients must be
informed of this less reported side effect and PPIs should be
carefully prescribed and lower dosage be prescribed when deemed
possible.
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